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This Jewish Life: Stories of Discovery, Connection
and Joy
Monroe, Mich., January 28, 2013 – We all wonder how other people live. We
wonder what they eat, how they raise their children, what holidays they celebrate
and how they worship. This is why we glance into our neighbors’ picture windows
when we pass by. Sometimes we are disappointed when those windows
are curtained, preventing that momentary experience of our neighbors’ lives.
In This Jewish Life, Debra Darvick draws back the
curtains and opens doors inviting us to explore the
whole range of Jewish experience. This Jewish Life:
Stories of Discovery, Connection and Joy welcomes us
into Jewish life cycles, from b’ris to shivah and onto a
typical year for Jewish families, from Rosh HaShanah
to Tishah B’Av. Two stories of marriage demonstrate
the width of Debra’s window. In one story, Laya, a
strictly Orthodox wife and mother, finds spiritual,
emotional and intellectual fulfillment in designing
uniquely significant ketubot (traditional wedding
agreements) for her clients. In another we witness
Daniel and Greg going through a deeply moving, yet
traditional wedding ceremony.
This Jewish Life not just an introduction to Judaism, it is a year of experiences from
the Jewish calendar through the eyes of 54 Jewish men and women from every
walk of life. Jew and non-Jew alike will be fascinated and inspired by these stories.
This book is also a great choice for educators, community leaders, corporate
managers concerned with cultural competency and anyone wanting to understand
our diverse communities in a deeper way.

To schedule an interview with Debra Darvick, please contact Jane Wells at
Jane.Wells@DavidCrummMedia.com or 734-790-0201
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Suggested media interview questions for Debra Darvick,
author of This Jewish Life
1. Jewish families are a tiny minority in the world. Why are million of people
still so fascinated with Jewish faith and culture?
2. Stories in This Jewish Life run through the whole Jewish year. Give us an
example of a story about an upcoming holiday.
3. Readers already are praising your book as a great way for people to learn
about cross-cultural issues. Can you give us an example of something that is
helpful for non-Jews to know about Jewish families?
4. There are 54 stories from different people in this book. Where did you find
all these stories? Are any of them about you?
5. Can you describe the interview and writing process you used to collect
these stories? We’re all fascinated by religious and cultural diversity. Any
tips on getting people talking about how their faith and culture shapes their
daily life?
6. Do you have a favorite story in the book?
7. What did you learn while writing This Jewish Life?
8. What is your fondest hope for your Jewish readers? What about your nonJewish readers?
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Debra Darvick

As a wife and mother—as well as an award-winning writer—Debra Darvick has
become a popular source of creative ideas for lighting up your family life, while
maintaining your religious traditions.
In addition to This Jewish Life, Debra
Darvick is the author or more than
100 articles that have appeared in
national magazines and newspapers,
including Newsweek, Good
Housekeeping, Moment, the
Forward and others.
Her children’s book, I Love Jewish
Faces, celebrates Jewish diversity.
She blogs at DebraDarvick.com.
COMING SOON is her next book on
the challenges of raising teens with
religious values in today’s
overwhelmingly secular culture. That
book has the working title Walking
by the Way, Universal Wisdom from
a Real Jewish Mother.

To schedule an interview with Debra Darvick, please contact Jane Wells at
Jane.Wells@DavidCrummMedia.com or 734-790-0201
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